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Abstract
Models with gauge symmetry SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)Y (3-4-1 models) where anomaly
cancellation takes place between families (three-family models) predict the existence of new
heavy neutral gauge bosons which transmit flavor changing neutral currents at tree-level. In
this work, in the context of a three-family 3-4-1 model which do not contain particles with
exotic electric charges, we analyze the constraints coming from neutral meson mixing on the
parameters of the model. Taking into account the experimental measurements of observables
related to K and B meson mixing and including CP-violating phases, we study the resulting
bounds for angles and phases in the mixing matrix for the down-quark sector, as well as the
implications of these bounds for the modifications of some rare decays, namely K+ → π+ν¯ν,
KL → π0νν¯, KL → π0l+l− and Bd/s → μ+μ−.
Keywords: New heavy gauge bosons, Flavor changing neutral currents, CP violation,
Rare decays
Resumen Modelos con simetr´ıa gauge SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)Y (modelos 3-4-1)
en los que las anomal´ıas se cancelan entre familias (modelos de tres familias) predicen la
existencia de nuevos bosones de gauge neutros pesados que transmiten corrientes neutras
que cambian sabor a nivel a´rbol. En este trabajo, en el contexto de un modelo 3-4-1 de
tres familias y con part´ı culas sin cargas ele´ctricas exo´ticas, se analizan las restricciones
provenientes de la mezcla de mesones neutros a los para´metros del modelo. Teniendo en
cuenta las mediciones experimentales de los observables relacionados con la mezcla del Kaon
neutro y el meso´n B e incluyendo fases asociadas a violacio´n de CP, se estudian las cotas a
los a´ngulos y fases en la matriz de mezcla del sector de los quark down, y se analizan las
implicaciones de esas cotas sobre las modificaciones a los decaimientos raros K+ → π+ν¯ν,
KL → π0νν¯, KL → π0l+l− y Bd/s → μ+μ−.
Palabras clave: Nuevos bosones gauge, Corrientes neutras que cambian de sabor, Vi-
olac´ıon CP, Decaimientos raros.
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1. Introduction
Flavor violating couplings of ordinary fermions to extra neutral gauge bosons and to new
scalar fields arise in many extensions of the standard model (SM). Two simple and in-
teresting examples are the 3-3-1 model in which the SM gauge symmetry is enlarged to
SU(3)c⊗SU(3)L⊗U(1)X [23–34], and the 3-4-1 model where the enlargement is done to the
gauge group SU(3)c⊗SU(4)L⊗U(1)X [36–46]. These models share the important feature of
addressing the problem of the number of fermion families in nature in the sense that anomaly
cancellation among the families (three-family models) takes place only if we have an equal
number of left-handed triplets and antitriplets (in the 3-3-1 extension) or an equal number of
4-plets and 4∗-plets (in the 3-4-1 model), taking into account the color degree of freedom. As
a consequence, the number of fermion families Nf must be divisible by the number of colors
Nc of SU(3)c, being Nf = Nc = 3 the simplest solution. Cancellation of chiral anomalies
among the families thus forces one family quarks, in the weak basis, to transform differently
from the other two under SU(4)L ⊗U(1)X . As a result, the left-handed couplings of quarks
to the new neutral gauge bosons are, in general, not flavor diagonal and, when rotating to
the quark mass eigenstate basis, flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) arise.
In particular, the 3-4-1 extension predicts the existence of two heavy neutral gauge bosons
Z ′ and Z ′′ which mix up with the ordinary Z boson of the SM. In contrast with the SM
where FCNC processes occur only at the loop level, in the 3-4-1 model these new gauge
bosons can transmit FCNC at tree level and, consequently, the study of these processes can
set stringent bounds on the Z ′ and Z ′′ masses and mixing. Moreover, since in general each
flavor couples to more than one Higgs 4-plet, FCNC coming from the scalar sector can also
be present.
For simplicity, in this work we will restrict ourselves to 3-4-1 models without exotic electric
charges in the fermion sector (that is, electric charges different from ±2/3 and ±1/3 for
exotic quarks and different from 0 and ±1 for exotic leptons). The systematic analysis of
the 3-4-1 gauge theory carried out in [44] has shown that the restriction to fermion field
representations with only ordinary electric charges allows for eight different anomaly free
models. Four of them are three-family models and can be classified according to the values
of the coefficients b and c which appear in the most general expression for the electric charge
generator in SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X [see Eq. (3-1)]. The allowed simultaneous values for these
coefficients are b = c = 1 and b = 1, c = −2. Two of the four three-family models belong to
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the b = c = 1 class; the other two belong to the b = 1, c = −2 class.
In 3-4-1 models without exotic electric charges the Z−Z ′−Z ′′ mixing can be constrained to
occur between Z and Z ′ only, which leaves Z ′′ ≡ Z3 as a heavy mass eigenstate [41–46]. The
diagonalization of the Z−Z ′ mass matrix produces a light mass eigenstate Z1, which can be
identified as the neutral gauge boson of the SM, and a heavy Z2. After the breakdown of the
3-4-1 symmetry down to SU(3)c⊗U(1)Q, and since we have one family of quarks transform-
ing differently from the other two under the gauge group, one important difference between
the aforementioned two classes of 3-4-1 models appears: even thought in both classes of mod-
els the Z1 current remains flavor diagonal, in the b = c = 1 class the new Z2 gauge boson
couples nondiagonally to ordinary quarks thus transmitting tree-level FCNC at low energies,
while the couplings to Z3 are flavor diagonal and Z3 couples only to exotic fermions. In the
b = 1, c = −2 class, instead, it is the new Z3 gauge boson the responsible for this effect be-
cause couples nondiagonally to ordinary quarks, while the Z2 current remains flavor diagonal.
The study of the bounds on the Z2 and Z3 masses coming from electroweak precision data
and from FCNC processes, has shown that models for which b = 1, c = −2 are preferred in
the sense that they give lower bounds on these masses smaller than the bounds predicted by
models in the b = c = 1 class [45]. In fact, in the latter class we have MZ2  11 TeV, while
in the b = 1, c = −2 class the lower bounds are MZ2  0.8 TeV and MZ3  6.5 TeV. This
means that the b = 1, c = −2 class of models have a better chance to be tested at the LHC
facility or further at the ILC. In these studies, because of the lack of knowledge of the entries
in the matrices VL and UL appearing in the CKM mixing matrix, VCKM = ULV
†
L , the bounds
were obtained by assuming well motivated textures for VL and UL. Here, in the context of
a 3-4-1 model belonging to the class b = 1, c = −2 (the so-called Model F in Refs. [41–46]),
we re-examine the issue of FCNC but, instead of searching for bounds on the Z3 mass, we
will set this mass at several fixed values and we will search for information about the size of
angles and phases in the VL mixing matrix. To this purpose we will use several well measured
ΔF = 2 (F = S,B) observables, namely ΔMK , ΔMd/s, εK , and sinΦd. We will also study
the implications of the bounds obtained for the modifications in the rare decays K+ → π+νν¯,
KL → π0νν¯, Bd/s → μ+μ− and KL → π0l+l−, where l can be an electron or a muon. The
contribution to FCNC coming form the scalar sector depends on a large number of arbitrary
parameters, so, they are not very useful in order to constraint the model and we will ignore it.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present a brief summary of the most
important facts about the SM that will be useful for the subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3
we review the systematic analysis of 3-4-1 models without exotic electric charges, and the
features of so-called Model F, which will be analyzed in the present work, are emphasized.
In Chapters 4 and 5 we study the theoretical expression for the observables associated to
neutral meson mixing and for the rare decays that will be analyzed, in such a way that the
5tree level FCNC contributions of the extra neutral gauge boson enter as corrections to the
SM expressions. In Chapter 6 we numerically evaluate the theoretical expressions obtained
in the two previous chapters, from which some information on the phase structure of the
model can be obtained and the implications for the rare decays can be calculated. In the
last chapter we presented our conclusions. Three appendices are included at the end. In
Appendix A, we present a generalization of the the formalism introduced in Refs. [48, 49]
for constructing an effective Lagrangian for calculating FCNC effects associated to one extra
neutral gauge boson. Appendix B contains an analysis of the bounds on the mass of new
heavy Z bosons and the mixing angle for different models, which result from using different
ansa¨tze of the down-quark mixing matrix.
2. Basic facts about the Standard Model
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some basic facts about the so called Standard
Model of Particle Physics (SM), so we can move on and work on a particular extension
that will be specified in the next chapter. For further reading, one can find some excellent
textbooks [1–4] and also reviews on the subject [5–8].
2.1. Overview
As far as we know, there are four fundamental forces in nature. These are:
• The gravitational force, by which objects are attracted to each other with a force
proportional to their masses.
• The electromagnetic force, that causes the interaction between electrically charged
particles.
• The strong force, that binds the nucleus together.
• The weak force, that governs the properties of particle decays.
In 1961, Sheldon Glawshow proposed a way to combine electromagnetic and weak interac-
tion [9]. Steven Weinberg [10], in 1967, and Abdus Salam [11], in 1968, added the Higgs
mechanism [12–14] into the Glashow’s electroweak model, obtaining what it is known as the
Standard Model of the electroweak interactions (SM).
The SM is a gauge theory of the electromagnetic, weak, and strong nuclear interactions,
which mediate the dynamics of the known subatomic particles, via the exchanging of spin-1
gauge fields: eight massless gluons for the strong interaction, one massless photon for the
electromagnetism, and three massive bosons, W± and Z, for the weak force. The SM does
not consistently include gravitational effects.
The gauge group of the SM is SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , where the subscript c stands for
”color”, the charge of the strong interactions between quarks; the subscript L stands for
”left”, indicating that the weak interaction violates parity and hence only the left-handed
fermions in the model belong to the fundamental representation of the SU(2)L weak-isospin
symmetry, while right-handed components transform as singlets, and the subscript Y stands
for the weak hypercharge.
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Table 2-1.: The particle content of the SM. The index a = 1, 2, 3 is the family index. Each
up-type quark ua and each down-type one da, carries also a strong charge which
comes in three ”colors”: red, blue and green. The gluons Gαμ are also colored.
(SU(3)c, SU(2)L, U(1)Y ) U(1)Q
quarks
QaL =
(
ua
da
)
L
uaR
daR
(3, 2, 1/3)
(3¯, 1, 4/3)
(3¯, 1, 2/3)
(
2/3
−1/3
)
2/3
−1/3
leptons
LaL =
(
νa
ea
)
L
eaR
(1, 2,−1)
(1, 1,−2)
(
0
−1
)
−1
Higgs φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
(1, 2, 1)
(
1
0
)
gauge
bosons
Gαμ
W iμ
Bμ
(8, 1, 0)
(1, 3, 0)
(1, 1, 0)
0
(0,±1)
0
To include electromagnetism the hypercharge generator Y is defined through the Gell-Mann-
Nishijima relation
Q = T3 + Y/2, (2-1)
where T3 is the third component of the weak-isospin and Q is the electric charge generator.
Explicit mass terms for the fermions or gauge bosons are inconsistent with the gauge symme-
try and, consequently, the Lagrangian of the model (see Section 2.2 below) cannot contain
mass terms for these fields. To assign mass to the particles, the gauge symmetry is broken
using the Higgs mechanism, which introduces a complex spin 0 field. This field transforms as
doublet under SU(2)L. In order to obtain a consistent mass spectrum, the following Higgs
field, in the unitary gauge, is chosen [6]:
φ(x) =
1√
2
(
0
v +H(x)
)
∼ [1, 2, 1], (2-2)
with a vacuum expectation value (VEV) given by:〈
φT
〉
=
〈
(φ+, φ0)
〉
= (0, v). (2-3)
The breaking pattern in the SM follows
SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y v−→ SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)Q ,
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where v  174 GeV is the energy scale of the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry breaking.
The matter fields in the model are arranged in three families of spin 1/2 fermions (quarks
and leptons), all of them transforming under fundamental representations of non-abelian
local gauge groups. The field content of the model is displayed in Table 2-1 [15].
Since the remaining symmetry is SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)Q, the eight gluons and the photon remain
massless. In the minimal version of the SM, the neutrino is also massless (because of the
absence of a right-handed neutrino).
2.2. Lagrangian
The complete Lagrangian of the model is made gauge invariant by writing all the kinetic
terms for the fields in terms of the covariant derivative (for SU(2)L doublets)
Dμ = ∂μ + igT.Wμ +
ig′
2
BμY, (2-4)
which is a gauge invariant extension of the ordinary partial derivative.
The four pieces of the Lagrangian are:
L = LSB + Lf + LY + LK , (2-5)
where
• LSB is the Higgs Lagrangian written as the sum of the kinetic term for the field φ, which
couples the Higgs field to the gauge bosons, and the Higgs potential that describes the
self-interactions of φ.
• Lf is the fermion (kinetic) Lagrangian, which couples the fermion fields to the gauge
ones.
• LY is the Yukawa Lagrangian that couples the Higgs field to the fermion fields through
Yukawa coupling constants.
• LK is the kinetic Lagrangian for the gauge fields.
The explicit expressions for each one of the Lagrangians are:
The Higgs Lagrangian
LSB = (Dμφ)†(Dμφ) + V (φ), (2-6)
with
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V (φ) = −μ2φ†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2, λ > 0. (2-7)
The Fermion (kinetic) Lagrangian
Lf =
3∑
α=1
Q¯iLiγ
μDμQiL +
3∑
i=1
u¯iRiγ
μD
′
μuiR +
3∑
i=1
d¯iRiγ
μD
′
μdiR
+
3∑
α=1
L¯αLiγ
μDμLαL +
3∑
α=1
e¯−αRiγ
μD
′
μe
−
αR, (2-8)
with iD
′
μ = i∂μ − g′ Y2Bμ because the right-handed fermions transform as SU(2) singlets.
The Yukawa Lagrangian
LY =
3∑
α=1
λeαL¯αLφe
−
αR +
3∑
i=1
λdiQ¯iLφdiR +
3∑
i=1
λuiQ¯iLφ˜uiR (2-9)
with φ˜ = iτ2φ
∗ and the λ’s are the Yukawa couplings.
The kinetic Lagrangian for the gauge fields
LK = −1
4
F iμνF
μν
i −
1
4
BμνB
μν , (2-10)
with F iμν = ∂μA
i
ν − ∂νAiμ + gijkAjμAkν and Biμν = ∂μBν − ∂νBμ.
2.3. Currents
Using Eq. (2-4) and Eq. (2-6), the mass eigenstates in the gauge boson sector, two of them
charged: W±μ , and two neutral: Zu and Aμ, are given by:
W±μ =
1√
2
(A1μ ∓ iA2μ),
Zμ = CWA
3
μ − SWBμ,
Aμ = SWA
3
μ + CWBμ, (2-11)
where SW (CW ) = sin θW (cos θW ), θW and the electroweak mixing angle is defined as
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SW =
g
′√
g2 + g′2
and CW =
g√
g2 + g′2
. (2-12)
Writing Eq. (2-8) in terms of the new fields we get
L′f = −
g√
2
(W+μ J
μ
CC +W
−
μ J
μ†
CC)− eAμJμEM −
g
Cw
ZμJ
μ
NC , (2-13)
where JμCC and J
μ†
CC are the charged currents given by
JμCC = ν¯
0
eLγ
μe−L + u¯Lγ
μdL + (2
nd and 3rdfamily),
JμCC† = e¯
−
Lγ
μν0eL + d¯Lγ
μuL + (2
nd and 3rdfamily), (2-14)
and JμEM and JNC are, respectively, the electromagnetic current and the neutral current
given by
JμEM =
∑
fL
qf f¯Lγ
μfL +
∑
fR
qf f¯Rγ
μfR,
JμNC =
∑
fL
f¯L(T3 − qfSw2)γμfL +
∑
fR
f¯R(−qfSw2)γμfR, (2-15)
where qf is the electric charge of the fermion f in units of e.
2.4. Fermion masses and the CKM matrix
From Eq. (2-9), mass terms for the charged fermions can be obtained from the mass matrices
M iab =
1√
2
λiabv, (2-16)
where the index i refers to (ea, pa, na), with ea = (e, μ, τ), pa = (u, c, t) and na = (d, s, b).
In general, these matrices are not diagonal but can be diagonalized by bi-unitary transfor-
mations
U
(p)†
L M
pU
(p)
R = Dg(mu, mc, mt),
V
(n)†
L M
nV
(n)
R = Dg(md, ms, mb),
V
(e)†
L M
eV
(e)
R = Dg(me, mμ, mτ ), (2-17)
where UpL,R and V
n,e
L,R are 3 × 3 unitary matrices. An important consequence of this diago-
nalization is that the neutral currents are diagonal in flavor, as can be seen from Eq. (2-15).
This is the basis for the Glashow-Illiopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [16], that forbids
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) at tree level in the SM.
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From Eq. (2-14), using the diagonalization, it is straightforward to see that the couplings of
the charged gauge bosons with quarks are given by
VCKM = U
(p)†
L V
(n)
L , (2-18)
where VCKM is a 3 × 3 unitary matrix known as the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Mashawa mixing
matrix, due to the works of N. Cabbibo [17], M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa [18]. The CKM
matrix contains four parameters, three of them real, and a complex phase introduced by
Kobayashi and Maskawa as an attempt to explain the origin of CP-violation in the SM.
Many parameterizations of the CKM matrix have been proposed in literature, like the one
given by Wolfenstein [19] or the standard parameterization [20] given by
VˆCKM =
⎛⎝ c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −s23c12 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
⎞⎠ , (2-19)
with cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij (i, j = 1, 2, 3), and the necessary complex phase δ asso-
ciated to CP-violation. This parameterization is recommended by the Particle Data Group
(PDG) [21] for any numerical analysis.
2.5. Why to extend the Standard Model?
The SM is clearly not a final model, but rather an effective low-energy (up to a few TeV)
approximation of a more complete theory. There are many outstanding issues that are not
explained by the SM, some of then are [15, 22]:
• The number of free parameters. There are 19 free parameters in the model if
neutrinos are massless. How can this number be reduced?.
• Unification. The local gauge group has three independent coupling constants, there-
fore, a complete unification is not achieved in the SM. Can the fundamental interactions
be regarded as different aspects of a single Grand Unified Theory (GUT)?
• The number of families and on the pattern of fermions masses and mixing
angles. Why are there three generations of quarks and leptons? Are the quarks and
leptons elementary particles or are they composites of more fundamental objects?.
• How is electroweak symmetry broken?. How do gauge bosons acquire mass?
Which is the real mechanism in which the electroweak symmetry can be broken?
• How do fermions acquire mass?. Electroweak symmetry breaking is a necessary,
but not sufficient, condition to generate the fermion masses. There is also a need for
mechanisms that can generate the required values of the Yukawa couplings between
the fermions and the (effective) Higgs field.
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• The gauge hierarchy and the fine-tuning problem. Radiative corrections to the
Higgs mass have quadratic divergences.
• What is dark matter? The observation that galaxy rotation curves do not fall
off with radial distance from the galactic center can be explained by postulating the
existence of a new type of weakly-interacting matter that are not explained by the SM.
• Quantization of the electric charge. Why is the electric charge quantized?
• Parity violation. Why is parity violated by the weak interaction?
• The question on CP violation. CP symmetry relates matter to antimatter while
exchanging the left and right quiralities of the particles. Violation of CP occurs in weak
decays of neutral kaons and it is attributed to the complex phase in the CKM matrix.
For the strong interaction CP violation is measured by the effective dimensionless
parameter θQCD and implies the existence of a nonzero electric dipole moment of the
neutron, which has not been found. As a consequence, θQCD should be smaller than
∼ 10−9. Why should θQCD be so small?
• How to incorporate gravitation?
3. 3-4-1 models without exotic electric
charges
The SM can be extended in different ways: adding new fermion fields1, increasing the scalar
sector to more than one Higgs representation, and enlarging the local gauge group. In this
last direction, and with the purpose of departing slightly from the SM due to its huge success,
models based on an SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge symmetry (the 3-3-1 model) [23–35]
or an SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge group (the 3-4-1 model) [36–46] have been studied
previously by several authors in the literature.
These models share the important feature of addressing the problem of the number of fermion
families in nature, in the sense that anomaly cancellation among the families (three-family
models) takes place only if we have an equal number of left-handed triplets and antitriplets (in
the 3-3-1 extension), or an equal number of 4-plets and 4∗-plets (in the 3-4-1 model), taking
into account the color degree of freedom. As a consequence, the number of fermion families
Nf must be divisible by the number of colors Nc of SU(3)c, being Nf = Nc = 3 the simplest
solution. Cancellation of chiral anomalies among the families forces one quark family, in
the weak basis, to transform differently from the other two under SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X . As a
result, the left-handed couplings of quarks to the new neutral gauge bosons are, in general,
not flavor diagonal and, when rotating to the quark mass eigenstate basis, flavor changing
neutral currents (FCNC) arise.
A systematic study of this gauge group was carried out in [44]. A similar analysis for the
3-3-1 model is presented in [35]. Below, a summary of the most important results of the
systematic study carried out on the 3-4-1 model is presented.
3.1. Systematic study of the SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X
gauge symmetry
The electroweak gauge group is assumed to be SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X ⊃ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)Z ⊃
SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y . The left handed quarks (color triplets), left-handed leptons (color singlets)
and scalars, transform either under the 4 or 4¯ fundamental representations of SU(4)L.
1Adding a right-handed neutrino field constitute its simplest extension, and has deep consequences as for
example, the implementation of the see-saw mechanism, and the enlarging of the possible number of local
abelian symmetries that can be gauged simultaneously
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In SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X , the most general expression for the electric charge generator is a linear
combination of the four diagonal generators of the gauge group
Q = aT3L +
1√
3
bT8L +
1√
6
cT15L +XI4, (3-1)
where TiL = λiL/2, being λiL the Gell-Mann matrices for SU(4)L normalized as Tr(λiλj) =
2δij, I4 = Dg(1, 1, 1, 1) is the diagonal 4× 4 unit matrix, and a, b and c are free parameters
to be fixed.
If we assume that the usual isospin SU(2)L of the SM is such that SU(2)L ⊂ SU(4)L, and
we demand that each family of fermions transforms under the fundamental representations
4 or 4¯ of SU(4)L, then a = 1 and we have just two parameters to be fixed in the model, the
values of b and c. Eq. (3-1) allows for an infinite number of models, in the context of the
3-4-1 theory, each one associated to particular values of the parameters b and c.
If we demand for gauge bosons having electric charges 0,±1 only, there are not more than
four different possibilities for the simultaneous values of b and c: b = c = 1, b = c = −1,
b = 1, c = −2 and b = −1, c = 2. These four sets of values for b and c are necessary and
sufficient conditions in order to exclude exotic electric charges in the fermion sector too.
A further analysis also shows that models with b = c = −1 are equivalent, via charge
conjugation, to models with b = c = 1. Similarly, models with b = −1, c = 2 are equivalent
to models with b = 1, c = −2. So, with the constraints imposed, we have only two different
sets of models: those for b = c = 1 and those for b = 1, c = −2.
For models with b = c = 1, the following complete sets of spin 1/2 Weyl spinors (complete
in the sense that each set contains its own charged antiparticles) are defined as follows:
• Sq1 = {(u, d,D,D′)L ∼ [3, 4,− 112 ], ucL ∼ [3¯, 1,−23 ], dcL ∼ [3¯, 1, 13 ], DcL ∼ [3¯, 1, 13 ], D′cL ∼
[3¯, 1, 1
3
]}.
• Sq2 = {(d, u, U, U ′)L ∼ [3, 4¯, 512 ], ucL ∼ [3¯, 1,−23 ], dcL ∼ [3¯, 1, 13 ], U cL ∼ [3¯, 1,−23 ], U ′cL ∼
[3¯, 1,−2
3
]}.
• Sl3 = {(ν0e , e−, E−, E ′−)L ∼ [1, 4,−34 ], e+L ∼ [1, 1, 1], E+L ∼ [1, 1, 1], E ′+L ∼ [1, 1, 1]}.
• Sl4 = {(E+, N01 , N02 , N03 )L ∼ [1, 4, 14 ], E−L ∼ [1, 1,−1]}.
• Sl5 = {(e−, ν0e , N0, N ′0)L ∼ [1, 4¯,−14 ], e+L ∼ [1, 1, 1]}.
• Sl6 = {(N0, E+1 , E+2 , E+3 )L ∼ [1, 4¯, 34 ], E−1L ∼ [1, 1,−1], E−2L ∼ [1, 1,−1], E−3L ∼
[1, 1,−1]}.
From these Weyl spinors, the following anomaly free models can be constructed:
• Model A = 2Sq1 ⊕ Sq2 ⊕ 3Sl5 (Three family structure, this model has been analyzed in
Ref. [43]).
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• Model B = Sq1 ⊕ 2Sq2 ⊕ 3Sl3 (Three family structure, this model has been analyzed in
Ref. [45]).
• Model C = Sq1 ⊕ Sq2 ⊕ Sl3 ⊕ Sl5 (Two family structure).
Also, the following particular arrangement is an anomaly free one family structure
Model D=Sq1 ⊕ (e−, ν0e , N0, N ′0)L ⊕ (E−1 , N01 , N02 , N03 )L ⊕ (N04 , E+1 , e+, E+2 )L ⊕ E−2 .
For models with b = 1, c = −2, the following complete sets of spin 1/2 Weyl spinors are
defined:
• S ′q1 = {(u, d,D, U)L ∼ [3, 4, 16 ], ucL ∼ [3¯, 1,−23 ], dcL ∼ [3¯, 1, 13 ], DcL ∼ [3¯, 1, 13 ], U cL ∼
[3¯, 1,−2
3
]}.
• S ′q2 = {(d, u, U,D)L ∼ [3, 4¯, 16 ], ucL ∼ [3¯, 1,−23 ], dcL ∼ [3¯, 1, 13 ], U cL ∼ [3¯, 1,−23 ], DcL ∼
[3¯, 1, 1
3
]}.
• S ′l3 = {(ν0e , e−, E−, N0)L ∼ [1, 4,−12 ], e+L ∼ [1, 1, 1], E+L ∼ [1, 1, 1]}.
• S ′l4 = {(e−, ν0e , N0, E−)L ∼ [1, 4¯,−12 ], e+L ∼ [1, 1, 1], E+L ∼ [1, 1, 1]}.
• S ′l5 = {(E+, N01 , N02 , e+)L ∼ [1, 4, 12 ], E−L ∼ [1, 1,−1], e−L ∼ [1, 1,−1]}.
• S ′l6 = {(N03 , E+, e+, N04 )L ∼ [1, 4¯, 12 ], E−L ∼ [1, 1,−1], e−L ∼ [1, 1,−1]}.
The following anomaly free models with b = 1, c = −2 can be constructed:
• Model E = 2S ′q1 ⊕ S ′q2 ⊕ 3S ′l4 (Three family structure, this model has been studied in
Ref. [42, 45]).
• Model F = S ′q1 ⊕ 2S ′q2 ⊕ 3S ′l3 (Three family structure, this model has been studied in
Ref. [46]).
• Model G = S ′q1 ⊕ S ′q2 ⊕ S ′l3 ⊕ S ′l4 (Two family structure).
• Model H= S ′q2 ⊕ 2S ′l3 ⊕ S ′l5 (One family structure).
• Model I= S ′q1 ⊕ 2S ′l4 ⊕ S ′l6 (One family structure).
If the condition of non-existence of exotic electric charges is relaxed, the parameters b and c
in Eq. (3-1) are now arbitrary and, in principle, an infinite number of embeddings of the SM
gauge group into SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X are possible. A particular embedding depends
on the physical motivations of the 3-4-1 model to be constructed.
As stated in the introduction, the study of the bounds on the Z2 and Z3 masses coming
from electroweak precision data and from FCNC processes, has shown that models for which
b = 1, c = −2 are preferred in the sense that they give lower bounds on these masses [45].
That is why in this work we are interested in studying the FCNC at tree level that arise
associated to the new Z bosons predicted by a 3-4-1 model with b = 1, c = −2, mentioned
above as Model F and first studied in Ref. [46].
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Table 3-1.: Anomaly-free fermion content.
QiL =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
di
ui
Ui
Di
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
L
dciL u
c
iL U
c
iL D
c
iL
[3, 4∗, 1
6
] [3∗, 1, 1
3
] [3∗, 1,−2
3
] [3∗, 1,−2
3
] [3∗, 1, 1
3
]
Q3L =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
u3
d3
D3
U3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
L
uc3L d
c
3L D
c
3L U
c
3L
[3, 4, 1
6
] [3∗, 1,−2
3
] [3∗, 1, 1
3
] [3∗, 1, 1
3
] [3∗, 1,−2
3
]
LαL =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
ν0eα
e−α
E−α
N0α
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
L
e+αL E
+
αL
[1, 4,−1
2
] [1, 1, 1] [1, 1, 1]
3.2. The Model F
Model F is based on the local SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L ⊗ U(1)X gauge symmetry which contains
SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)X as a subgroup, and belongs to the b = 1, c = −2 class.
Its anomaly-free fermion structure has been discussed in Ref. [44] and is given in Table 3-1,
where i = 1, 2 and α = 1, 2, 3 are generation indexes. The numbers inside brackets match
the SU(3)c, SU(4)L and U(1)X quantum numbers, respectively. Ui and U3 are exotic quarks
of electric charge 2/3, Di and D3 are also exotic quarks with electric charge −1/3, while E−α
and N0α are exotic leptons.
We assume the symmetry breaking pattern
SU(3)c ⊗ SU(4)L⊗ U(1)X
V ′−→ SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)Z
V−→ SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
v+v′−→ SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)Q, (3-2)
and we impose the hierarchy V ∼ V ′ >> v ∼ v′  174 GeV. This task is done by the
following four Higgs scalars with vacuum expectation values (VEV) aligned as
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〈
φT1
〉
=
〈(
φ01, φ
+
1 , φ
′+
1 , φ
′0
1
)〉
= (v, 0, 0, 0) ∼ [1, 4∗, 1/2] ,〈
φT2
〉
=
〈(
φ−2 , φ
0
2, φ
′0
2 , φ
′−
2
)〉
= (0, v′, 0, 0) ∼ [1, 4∗,−1/2] ,〈
φT3
〉
=
〈(
φ−3 , φ
0
3, φ
′0
3 , φ
′−
3
)〉
= (0, 0, V, 0) ∼ [1, 4∗,−1/2] ,〈
φT4
〉
=
〈(
φ04, φ
+
4 , φ
′+
4 , φ
′0
4
)〉
= (0, 0, 0, V ′) ∼ [1, 4∗, 1/2] . (3-3)
This scalar structure provides masses for the gauge bosons and, combined with a discrete
symmetry, it is enough to produce a consistent mass spectrum for the charged fermion sector
(quarks and leptons).
Our main interest is in the neutral gauge boson sector, which consists of four physical fields:
the massless photon Aμ and the massive gauge bosons Zμ, Z
′
μ and Z
′′
μ. In terms of the
electroweak basis, they are given by
Aμ = SWA
μ
3
+CW
[
TW√
3
(
Aμ8 − 2
Aμ15√
2
)
+ (1− T 2W )1/2Bμ
]
,
Zμ = CWA
μ
3
−SW
[
TW√
3
(
Aμ8 − 2
Aμ15√
2
)
+ (1− T 2W )1/2Bμ
]
,
Z ′μ =
1√
3
(1− T 2W )1/2
(
Aμ8 − 2
Aμ15√
2
)
− TWBμ,
Z ′′μ = 2Aμ8/
√
6 + Aμ15/
√
3, (3-4)
where the sine of the electroweak mixing angle is defined as SW = gX/
√
2g2X + g
2
4.
The Lagrangian for the neutral currents Jμ(EM), Jμ(Z), Jμ(Z
′), and Jμ(Z ′′) is written as
−LNC = eAμJμ(EM) + (g4/CW )ZμJμ(Z) + gXZ ′μJμ(Z ′)
+g4/(2
√
2)Z ′′Jμ(Z
′′), (3-5)
with
Jμ(EM) =
2
3
[u¯3γμu3 + U¯3γμU3 +
2∑
i=1
(u¯iγμui + U¯iγμUi)]
−1
3
[d¯3γμd3 + D¯3γμD3 +
2∑
i=1
(d¯iγμdi + D¯iγμDi)]
−
3∑
α=1
(e¯−αγμe
−
α + E¯
−
α γμE
−
α )
=
∑
f
qf f¯γμf, (3-6)
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Jμ(Z) = Jμ,L(Z)− S2WJμ(EM), (3-7)
Jμ(Z
′) = Jμ,L(Z
′)− TWJμ(EM), (3-8)
Jμ(Z
′′) =
2∑
i=1
(−d¯iLγμdiL − u¯iLγμuiL + U¯iLγμUiL + D¯iLγμDiL)
+u¯3Lγμu3L + d¯3Lγμd3L − D¯3LγμD3L − U¯3LγμU3L
+
3∑
α=1
(ν¯αLγμναL + e¯
−
αLγμe
−
αL − E¯−αLγμE−αL − N¯0αLγμN0αL), (3-9)
where e = gSW = gXCW
√
1− T 2W > 0, and qf is the electric charge of the fermion f in
units of e. Notice that Jμ(Z
′′) is a pure left-handed current and the neutral gauge boson
Z ′′μ does not mix neither with Zμ nor with Z
′
μ (for the particular case V  V ′ and v  v′),
but it still couples nondiagonally to ordinary fermions. As a matter of fact, its couplings to
the third family of quarks are different from the ones to the first two families. Thus, at low
energy, we have tree-level FCNC transmitted by Z ′′μ. Meanwhile, in the b = c = 1 class of
3-4-1 three-family models, the tree-level FCNC are transmitted by the Z ′μ gauge boson.
The two neutral left-handed currents in Jμ(Z) and Jμ(Z
′) are given by
Jμ,L(Z) =
1
2
[u¯3Lγμu3L − d¯3Lγμd3L −
2∑
i=1
(d¯iLγμdiL − u¯iLγμuiL)
+
3∑
α=1
(ν¯αLγμναL − e¯−αLγμe−αL)], (3-10)
Jμ,L(Z
′) = (2TW )
−1[T 2W u¯3Lγμu3L − T 2W d¯3Lγμd3L − D¯3LγμD3L
+U¯3LγμU3L −
2∑
i=1
(T 2W d¯iLγμdiL − T 2W u¯iLγμuiL
−U¯iLγμUiL + D¯iLγμDiL) +
3∑
α=1
(T 2W ν¯αLγμναL
−T 2W e¯−αLγμe−αL − E¯−αLγμE−αL + N¯0αLγμN0αL)]. (3-11)
Since Jμ(Z) is the generalization of the SM neutral current, we can identify Zμ as the neutral
gauge boson of the SM. From (3-11) it is straightforward to see that the neutral gauge boson
Z ′μ does not transmit FCNC at low energy since couples diagonally to ordinary fermions.
FCNC in this model can also arise from the mixing of ordinary and exotic fermions. These
FCNC and violation of the unitarity of the CKM mixing matrix can be avoided by the
introduction of a Z2 discrete symmetry which assign Z2 charges qZ to the fields in the model
as
qZ(QαL, u
c
αL, d
c
αL, LαL, e
c
αL, φ1, φ2) = 0,
qZ(UαL, D
c
αL, E
c
αL, φ3, φ4) = 1, (3-12)
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where α = 1, 2, 3 is a family index. It is easy to verify that the gauge invariance and the Z2
symmetry do not allow for Yukawa terms in the neutral fermion sector. Hence, the neutral
leptons in Table 2-1 remain massless. Notwithstanding, their masses and mixing can be
implemented by introducing Weyl singlets with zero X-charges: N0L,n ∼ [1, 1, 0], n = 1, 2, ...,
without violating the anomaly constraint relations. For the charged leptons we find the
following Yukawa terms
LLY =
3∑
α=1
3∑
β=1
LTβLC[φ2h
e
αβe
+
βL + φ3h
E
αβE
+
βL] + h.c., (3-13)
where the h′s are Yukawa couplings. From this equation we find a block diagonal mass
matrix in the basis (e1, e2, e3, E1, E2, E3), given by
MeE =
(
Me3×3 0
0 ME3×3
)
, (3-14)
where the entries in the submatrices are
Meαβ = h
e
αβv
′ and MEαβ = h
E
αβV. (3-15)
For the quark sector, we identify the following Yukawa terms
LQY =
2∑
i=1
QTiLC[φ
∗
2
3∑
α=1
huiαu
c
αL + φ
∗
1
3∑
α=1
hdiαd
c
αL + φ
∗
3
3∑
α=1
hUiαU
c
αL
+φ∗4
3∑
α=1
hDiαD
c
αL] +Q
T
3LC[φ1
3∑
α=1
huiαu
c
αL + φ2
3∑
α=1
hd3αd
c
αL
+φ4
3∑
α=1
hU3αU
c
αL + φ3
3∑
α=1
hD3αD
c
αL] + h.c., (3-16)
where again the h′s are Yukawa couplings and C is the charge conjugation operator. From
this Lagragian we get, for the up- and down-type quarks in the basis (u1, u2, u3, U1, U2, U3)
and (d1, d2, d3, D1, D2, D3), respectively, 6× 6 block diagonal mass matrices of the form
MuU =
(
Mu3×3 0
0 MU3×3
)
and MdD =
(
Md3×3 0
0 MD3×3
)
, (3-17)
where
Mu =
⎛⎝ hu11v′ hu12v′ hu13v′hu21v′ hu22v′ hu23v′
hu31v h
u
32v h
u
33v
⎞⎠ , MU =
⎛⎝ hU11V hU12V hU13VhU21V hU22V hU23V
hU31V
′ hU32V
′ hU33V
′
⎞⎠ (3-18)
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Md =
⎛⎝ hd11v hd12v hd13vhd21v hd22v hd23v
hd31v
′ hd32v
′ hd33v
′
⎞⎠ , MD =
⎛⎝ hD11V ′ hD12V ′ hD13V ′hD21V ′ hD22V ′ hD23V ′
hD31V h
D
32V h
D
33V
⎞⎠ . (3-19)
These mass matrices show that all the charged fermions in the model acquire masses at the
three level, and that all the ordinary fermions get masses at the low scale v′  v, while all
the exotic fermions acquire masses at the high scale V ∼ V ′. The unitarity of the CKM
mixing matrix is guaranteed because the tensor product form of the mass matrices MuU and
MdD in (3-17) implies that they are diagonalized by unitary matrices which are themselves
tensor products of unitary matrices.
4. ΔF = 2 observables
As stated in the previous Chapter, it is easy to see from Eq. (3-9) that the couplings of
Z ′′μ to the third family of quarks are different from the ones to the first two families, thus
allowing FCNC at tree level transmitted by this new neutral gauge bosons. These FCNC
have consequences on the predictions of some observables as the well measured ΔMK , ΔMd/s,
εK and sinΦd associated to the KL − KS and the Bod/s − B¯od/s mass differences, the Kaon
CP-violation parameter and the Bod − B¯od mixing phase, respectively. We proceed now to
build the theoretical expressions for these observables so that the Z ′′μ contributions enter into
the expressions as correction to the SM predictions, in a similar way as it was done for the
economical 3-3-1 model in Ref. [47], and for the minimal 3-3-1 model in Ref. [52] .
4.1. Effective Lagrangian
We will use the formalism developed in Ref. [49] where general expressions for calculating
the FCNC effects in models predicting the existence of one extra neutral gauge bosons are
presented. We start by generalizing this formalism to the case of two new neutral gauge
bosons Z ′ and Z ′′. In the Appendix A, we explain additional details of this generalization
and show how the formalism can be extended to the case of an arbitrary number n of extra
neutral gauge bosons.
The Lagrangian for neutral currents, in the basis in which all the fields are gauge eigenstates,
can be written as
LNC = −eJμemAμ − g1J (1)μZ01,μ −
n−1∑
α=2
gαJ
(α)μZ0α,μ, (4-1)
where Z01 is the known neutral gauge boson of the SM, and Z
0
α are the new heavy Z bosons
(which in general mix with Z01).
The currents can be written as
J (m)μ =
∑
ψ
∑
i,j
ψiγμ
[

ψ(m)
Lij
PL + 
ψ(m)
Rij
PR
]
ψj , (4-2)
where the sum extends over all quarks and leptons ψi,j and PR,L = (1 ± γ5)/2. ψ(1)R,Lij =
R,L(i)δij denotes the SM chiral couplings and 
ψ(m)
R,Lij
(m = 1) denotes the chiral couplings of
the heavy gauge bosons.
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After spontaneous symmetry breaking the n physical massive bosons are
Zα =
n∑
β=1
UαβZ
0
β, (4-3)
where U is an orthogonal n × n matrix that makes the transformation from the gauge
eigenstates into the mass eigenstates.
The chiral Z0α couplings to fermions, in the fermion mass eigenstate basis, read
E
ψ(α)
L,R ≡ V ψL,Rψ(α)R,L V ψL,R
†
, (4-4)
The general four-fermion effective Lagrangian is [48]
−Leff = 4GF√
2
n∑
α=1
ρα
(
n∑
β=1
Uαβ
gβ
g1
Jμβ
)2
, (4-5)
where ρα ≡ m2W/ (m2αcos2θW ) and mα is the mass of Zα.
Using Eqs. (4-2) and (4-4) in (4-5), a general expression for the effective Lagrangian, written
in a way useful for further calculations, is obtained as
−Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
ψ,χ
∑
k,l
∑
i,j,m,n
∑
P,Q
W klPQ
(
ψiγμPPψj
)
(χmγ
μPQχn) , (4-6)
where k, l = 1, 2, 3; P and Q run over the chiralities L,R; ψ and χ represent classes of
fermions with the same SM quantum numbers, i.e., u, d, e−, ν; while i, j,m, n are family
indexes.
W ijPQ is given by
W ijPQ =
gigj
g21
(
n∑
l=1
ρlUliUlj
)
E
(ψ(k))
Pij
E
(ψ(l))
Qmn
, (4-7)
where, in order to have a compact expression for the Lagrangian in Eq. (4-6), the summation
is written so that takes elements of the matrix U.
Another way of writing Eq. (4-6) using the notation of Ref. [49] is
−Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
ψ,χ
∑
i,j,m,n
[
C ijmnQ
ij
mn + C˜
ij
mnQ˜
ij
mn +D
ij
mnO
ij
mn + D˜
ij
mnO˜
ij
mn
]
, (4-8)
with the local operators given by
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Qijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPLψj
)
(χ¯mγμPLχn) ,
Q˜ijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPRψj
)
(χ¯mγμPRχn) ,
Oijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPLψj
)
(χ¯mγμPRχn) ,
O˜ijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPRψj
)
(χ¯mγμPLχn) , (4-9)
In Eq. (4-8), the coefficients are
C ijmn =
∑
kl
W klLL,
C˜ ijmn =
∑
kl
W klRR,
Dijmn =
∑
kl
W klLR,
D˜ijmn =
∑
kl
W klRL, (4-10)
From these definitions it is straightforward to obtain the expressions C ijkl, C˜
ij
kl, D
ij
kl and D˜
ij
kl
of Ref. [49] for the case of only one new Z boson, using an orthogonal 2× 2 transformation
matrix U parametrized by a mixing angle θ. The explicit calculation is given in Appendix
A for the case n = 2.
4.1.1. Case n = 3
For the case of two extra neutral gauge bosons Z ′ and Z ′′, Eq. (4-1) reduces to
LNC = −eJμemAμ − g1J (1)μZ01,μ − g2J (2)μZ02,μ − g3J (3)μZ03,μ, (4-11)
where Z02 and Z
0
3 are the new neutral gauge bosons.
The chiral Z02 and Z
0
3 couplings, in the fermion mass eigenstate basis, read
BψLij ≡
(
V ψL 
ψ(2)
L V
ψ
L
†)
ij
; BψRij ≡
(
V ψR 
ψ(2)
R V
ψ
R
†)
ij
; (4-12)
and
KψLij ≡
(
V ψL 
ψ(3)
L V
ψ
L
†)
ij
; KψRij ≡
(
V ψR 
ψ(3)
R V
ψ
R
†)
ij
; (4-13)
where the CKM matrix is given by the combination
VCKM = V
u
L V
d
L
†
, (4-14)
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and where we have done the definitions E
ψ(2)
L,R ≡ BψL,R and Eψ(3)L,R ≡ KψL,R .
As mentioned above, in the 3-4-1 model we are interested, the Z − Z ′ − Z ′′ mixing can
be constrained to occur between Z and Z ′ only, which leaves Z ′′ ≡ Z3 as a heavy mass
eigenstate [41–46], and the matrix U takes the form
U =
⎛⎝ cos θ sin θ 0− sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
⎞⎠ , (4-15)
4.2. Formulae for ΔF = 2 observables
Let us now consider the effective four-fermion interaction Lagrangian for the down quark
sector in the mass eigenstate basis Di, with D = (d s b)
T .
Clearly, the presence of FCNC arises from the nondiagonal elements in the 3 × 3 matrices
BdL,R and K
d
L,R in Eqs. (4-12) and (4-13). In our model, only the K
d
L matrix has nondiagonal
elements as can be seen from Eqs. (3-6-3-11). So, the contribution of Leff to ΔS = 2 and
ΔB = 2 processes is driven by the nondiagonal elements of the KdL matrix, that is, the
coefficients K
(d)
Lij
and K
(d)
Lmn
with i = j, m = n. Therefore, using (4-13) and (4-8), the
corresponding effective interaction Lagrangian is given by
−Leff = 4GF√
2
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3
(
DiγμK
d
Lij
PLDj
) (
Dmγ
μKdLmnPLDn
)
. (4-16)
The nondiagonal elements of KdL read
KdL ij = 2V
d
L i3V
d∗
L j3 (4-17)
whereas the ratio (g3/g1) can be written in terms of the Weinberg angle as(
g3
g1
)2
=
cos2 θW
8
. (4-18)
In order to include phases, the mixing matrix V dL can be conveniently parametrized, gener-
alizing the usual CKM parametrization, as a product of three rotations, and introducing a
complex phase in each of them [50], thus obtaining
V dL =
⎛⎜⎝1 0 00 cd23 sd23e−iδd23
0 −sd23eiδd23 cd23
⎞⎟⎠ ·
⎛⎜⎝ cd13 0 sd13e−iδ
d
13
0 1 0
−sd13eiδd13 0 cd13
⎞⎟⎠ ·
⎛⎜⎝ cd12 sd12e−iδ
d
12 0
−sd12eiδd12 cd12 0
0 0 1
⎞⎟⎠
(4-19)
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Performing the product we have
V dL =
⎛⎜⎝ cd12cd13 sd12cd13e−iδ
d
12 sd13e
−iδd13
−sd12cd23eiδd12 − cd12sd23sd13ei(δd13−δd23) cd12cd23 − sd12sd23sd13ei(δd13−δd12−δd23) sd23cd13e−iδd23
sd12s
d
23e
i(δd12+δ
d
23) − cd12cd23sd13eiδd13 −cd12sd23eiδd23 − sd12cd23sd13ei(δd13−δd12) cd23cd13
⎞⎟⎠
(4-20)
Another way V dL can be parametrized is using [51]
V dL = P V˜ K, (4-21)
where P = diag(eiφ1 , 1, eiφ3), K = diag(eiα1 , eiα2 , eiα3), while the unitary matrix V˜ can be
written in terms of three mixing angles θ12, θ23 and θ13 and a phase ϕ using the standard
parametrization [21], as can be seen from Eq. (2-19). It is easy to show that the theoretical
expressions resulting from both parameterizations are equivalent via redefinition of phases
[See Eqs. (4-35) and (4-36-4-38) below].
Let us now to write down the theoretical expressions for the ΔF = 2 observables listed
above. These expressions are functions of the matrix elements
MP12 ≡
〈P 0|Heff |P¯ 0〉
2mP
. (4-22)
In general, they will receive both SM contributions arising from standard one loop diagrams,
together with the new contributions from the 3-4-1-model [47, 52–54], that is
MP12 = (M
P
12)SM + (M
P
12)3−4−1. (4-23)
The expressions for the ΔF = 2 observables are
ΔmK = 2Re(M
K
12), (4-24)
Δmd = 2
∣∣∣MBd12 ∣∣∣ , (4-25)
Δms = 2
∣∣MBs12 ∣∣ , (4-26)
εK = e
iφε sin φε
(
Im(MK12)
ΔmK
+ P0
)
, (4-27)
Φd = arg(M
Bd
12 ), (4-28)
where the term P0 is due to long distance contributions to Kaon mixing. The experimental
values for these observables are consigned in Table 6-1 of Chapter 6.
It is customary to set φε = π/4 and to neglect P0 [55, 56]. For this reason a multiplicative
correction factor for εK , that accounts for φε = π/4 and P0 = 0, is introduced [57–59]. Then,
the expression for εK becomes
εK = κε exp
(
i
π
4
)( Im(MK12)√
2ΔmK
)
. (4-29)
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The well known SM contributions to MP12 are given by [55, 56]
M
K(SM)
12 =
G2F
12π2
F 2KBKmKm
2
W
[
λ∗c
2η1S0(xc) + λ
∗
t
2η2S0(xt) + 2λ
∗
cλ
∗
tη3S0(xc, xt)
]
, (4-30)
and
M
Bq(SM)
12 =
G2F
12π2
F 2BqBBqηβmBqm
2
WS0(xt)(V
∗
tqVtb)
2, (4-31)
where the basic electroweak loop contributions, without QCD correction, are expressed
through the functions S0(xi) (xi = m
2
i /m
2
W )
S0(xc)
.
= xc, (4-32)
S0(xt) =
4xt − 11x2t + x3t
4(1− xt)2 −
3x3t ln xt
2(1− xt)3 , (4-33)
S0(xc, xt) = xc
[
ln
xt
xc
− 3xt
4(1− xt) −
3x2t ln xt
4(1− xt)2
]
. (4-34)
Short-distance QCD effects are described through the correction factors η1, η2, η3 and ηB,
and the CKM factors are given by λi = V
∗
isVid.
On the other hand, from the effective interaction Lagrangian in Eq. (4-16) the expressions
for the 3-4-1 contributions can be obtained. They are
M
P (3−4−1)
12 =
8
√
2GF
3
ρ3
(
g3
g1
)2
mPf
2
P BˆPλ
2
P , (4-35)
where
λK = s
d
13 s
d
23 c
d
13 e
iφ
′′
, (4-36)
λBd = s
d
13 c
d
23 c
d
13 e
iφ
′
, (4-37)
λBs = s
d
23 c
d
23 (c
d
13)
2 e−iφ3 , (4-38)
and the phases are defined as
φ
′
= −δd13, (4-39)
φ
′′
= −(δd13 − δd23), (4-40)
φ3 = φ
′′ − φ′. (4-41)
The observables discussed in this Chapter are, in principle, sufficient to determine all the
parameters appearing in the parametrization of the mixing matrix V dL in Eq. (4-20).
5. Theoretical expressions for Rare
Decay Amplitudes
In the next Chapter, using the observable quantities related to meson mixing listed in the
previous chapter, the bounds on the parameter space associated to the down-like quark
mixing parameters will be established. Our next task will be to study the implications of
these bounds on several rare decay amplitudes following a similar approach as in Ref. [52].
The rare decays which we will study are K+ → π+νν¯, KL → π0νν¯, Bd/s → μ+μ− and KL →
π0l+l−, where l can be an electron or a muon. As it is known, these decays are governed
both by electroweak- and photon-penguins an by leptonic box diagram contributions. In
the SM these contributions are described by the corresponding Inami-Lim functions C0(xt),
D0(xt) and B0(xt) which, in the expressions for decay amplitudes, always appear in the
gauge invariant combinations X0(xt), Y0(xt) and Z0(xt) [60].
Since in the SM X and Y are real, the expressions we will write for these gauge invariant
combinations differ from the SM expressions, as given in [56]. So, these expressions will be
redefined in such a way that the modifications lead to the correct results in the 3-4-1 model
including the corresponding imaginary part.
5.1. K → πνν¯
For K → πνν¯ there exists a charged decay: K+ → π+νν¯, and a neutral one: KL → π0νν¯
[62].
The effective Hamiltonian, in which are present contributions from both charm and top-
loops, is given by
HSMeff =
GF√
2
α
2π sin2 θW
∑
l=e,μ,τ
(
V ∗csVcdX
l
NL + V
∗
tsVtdX(xt)
)
(s¯d)V−A(ν¯lνl)V−A . (5-1)
Collecting the charm contributions in Pc(X) = 0.41 ± 0.05 [63, 64], the branching fraction
for KL → π0νν¯ and K+ → π+νν¯ can be expressed as
BR(K+ → π+νν¯) = κ+ ·
[(
Im
(
λt
λ5
X(xt)
))2
+
(
Re
(
λc
λ
Pc(X)
)
(5-2)
+ Re
(
λt
λ5
X(xt)
))2]
,
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where
κ+ = rK+
3α2BR(K+ → π0e+ν)
2π2 sin4 θW
λ8 = (5.26± 0.06) · 10−11
[
λ
0.225
]8
, (5-3)
and
BR(KL → π0νν¯) = κL ·
(
Im
(
λt
λ5
X(xt)
))2
, (5-4)
with
κL = κ+
rKL
rK+
τ(KL)
τ(K+)
= (2.29± 0.03) · 10−10
[
λ
0.225
]8
. (5-5)
where λ is a parameter of the Wolfenstein parametrization of the CKM matrix [19] and is
set equal to s12 of the standard parametrization [21].
The contributions from new physics stem from a tree diagram transmitted by the Z ′′ boson.
For the effective Hamiltonian, this leads to a new term of the form
HZ
′′
eff =
∑
l=e,μ,τ
2GF√
2
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3V
d
L 23V
d∗
L 13(s¯d)V−A(ν¯lνl)V−A , (5-6)
that can be absorbed into a redefinition of the function X(xt) as
ΔXKπνν =
4π sin2 θW
α
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3
V dL 23V
d∗
L 13
V ∗tsVtd
. (5-7)
5.2. Bd/s → μ+μ−
The SM effective Hamiltonian is given by
H
Bd/sμμ
eff = −
GF√
2
α
2πs2W
(V ∗tbVtd/s)Y (xt)(b¯q)V−A(μ¯μ)V−A . (5-8)
From here, the expressions for the branching fractions are obtained as
BR(Bq → μ+μ−) = τBq
G2F
π
mBq
(
αFBqmμ
4π sin2 θW
)2√
1− 4 m
2
μ
m2Bq
|V ∗tbVtqY (xt)|2. (5-9)
As in the case for the K → πνν¯ decays, the new contribution to Bd/s → μ+μ− is given by
HZ
′′
eff =
2GF√
2
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3V
d
L 33V
d∗
L 13/23(b¯q)V−A(μ¯μ)V−A, (5-10)
while the modification in Y (xt) reads
ΔYBμμ = −4π sin
2 θW
α
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3
V dL 33V
d∗
L 13/23
V ∗tbVtd/ts
. (5-11)
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5.3. KL → π0l+l−
The short-distance CP-violating part of the effective Hamiltonian is given at tree-level, in
the SM, by
HKπlleff = −
GF√
2
V ∗tsVtd(y7VQ7V + y7AQ7A) , (5-12)
where Q7V = (s¯d)V−Ae¯γμe and Q7A = (s¯d)V−Ae¯γμγ5e are the vector- and axial-vector oper-
ators which contribute. The matching conditions of the Wilson coefficients y7V and y7A are
given by
y7A = − α
2π
Y0(xt)
sin2 θW
, (5-13)
and
y7V =
α
2π
(
Y0(xt)
sin2 θW
− 4Z0(xt) + P0
)
, (5-14)
where we have neglected a small term PE and have used the normalizations P0 = 2.89±0.06
[65, 66].
The contributions from new physics lead to the effective Hamiltonian
HZ
′′
eff =
2GF√
2
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3V
d
L 23V
d∗
L 13 (Q7V −Q7A) . (5-15)
Following [52], instead of absorbing these new contributions into modifications of the Inami-
Lim functions, they will be absorbed into the matching conditions of the Wilson coefficients
in the form
ΔyV = −2
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3
(V dL 23V
d∗
L 13)
V ∗tsVtd
, (5-16)
ΔyA = 2
(
g3
g1
)2
ρ3
(V dL 23V
d∗
L 13)
V ∗tsVtd
. (5-17)
The expressions for the branching ratios, including the long-distance indirectly CP-violating
terms and their interference with the short-distance contributions, are [67]
Br(KL → π0+−) =
(
Cdir ± Cint |as|+ Cmix |as|2 + CCPC
) · 10−12 , (5-18)
where
Cedir = (4.62± 0.24)(ω27V + ω27A) , Cμdir = (1.09± 0.05)(ω27V + 2.32ω27A) , (5-19)
Ceint = (11.3± 0.3)ω7V , Cμint = (2.63± 0.06)ω7V , (5-20)
Cemix = 14.5± 0.05 , Cμmix = 3.36± 0.20 , (5-21)
CeCPC  0 , CμCPC = 5.2± 1.6 , (5-22)
|as| = 1.2± 0.2 (5-23)
with w7A,7V = Im (λty7A,7V ) / Imλt.
6. Constraints and implications for rare
decays
In this Chapter we numerically evaluate the theoretical expressions given in the two previous
Chapters. As can be seen from Eq. (4-35), the 3-4-1 contributions M
P (3−4−1)
12 are given in
terms of five unknown independent parameters, namely, the mass of Z3, the angles θ
d
13, θ
d
23
and two CP-violating phases, φ′ and φ′′ coming from the V dL mixing matrix. We perform
two related numerical analysis: in the first one, we fix the Z3 mass and consider the well-
measured observables ΔMK , ΔMd/s, εK and sin Φd. We use them to constrain the angles and
phases coming from the V dL mixing matrix, for selected values of mZ3. In the second analysis,
we study the implications of these bounds on the rare decays mentioned previously. In this
context, we are mainly interested in obtaining upper and lower bounds for these decays in
order to confront them with the present experimental data and the SM predictions.
The updated experimental data for the input parameters are given in Table 6-1.
6.1. Constraints from K0 − K¯0 and B0q − B¯0q mixing
We start by focusing on the bounds on the parameter space of the model associated to the
down-like quark mixing parameters that can be obtained from the well-measured quantities
mentioned above. In the theoretical expressions already discussed there are several parame-
ters determining the corresponding bounds, namely, the mass of the Z3 boson and the angles
and phases coming from the V dL mixing matrix. So, two possible analyses can be carried out.
The first one, followed by many authors both in 3-3-1 models [68–70] and in 3-4-1 models
[41–43, 45, 46], consist in to assume a texture for the mixing matrix in order to obtain
bounds on the mass of the heavy Zα gauge bosons. In the opposite approach, one can fix
mZα and obtain some information on the size of the corresponding mixing matrix elements
[47, 52, 71]. In this Chapter we study both, but we will focus mainly on the second approach.
Then we will study the implications of the obtained bounds on some rare decays. In our
analysis we fix the Z3 mass to selected values between mZ3 = 1 TeV and mZ3 = 9 TeV.
6.1.1. First Approach: Assuming a texture for the mixing matrix
Since the complex numbers V dLij cannot be estimated from the present experimental data, we
can assume a certain texture of the mixing matrix, which then allows to obtain bounds on
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Table 6-1.: Values of the experimental and theoretical quantities used as input parameters.
Value Reference
GF [GeV] 1.16637(1)× 10−5
α 7.2973525376(50)× 10−3
αs (mZ) 0.1184(7)
sin2 θW (mZ)(MS) 0.23116(13) [21]
|Vud| 0.97428(15)
|Vus| 0.2253(7)
|Vub| 0.00347(16)
|Vcd| 0.2252(7)
|Vcs| 0.97345(16)
|Vcb| 0.0410(11)
|Vtd| 0.00862(26)
|Vts| 0.0403(11)
|Vtb| 0.999152(45) [21]
mW [GeV] 80.399(23)
mZ [GeV] 91.1876(21)
md [GeV] 5.0(1.5)× 10−3
ms [GeV] 105(35)× 10−3
mb [GeV] 4.198(23) [21]
mc [GeV] 1.268(9)
mt [GeV] 172.4(1.2)
γ 78(12) [57]
fK
√
BK [GeV] 133(55)× 10−3
fBd
√
BBd [GeV] 216(15)× 10−3
fBs
√
BBs [GeV] 275(13)× 10−3
η1 1.51(24)
η2 0.5765(65)
η3 0.47(4)
ηB 0.551(7)
κε 0.92(1) [57]
mK0 [GeV] 497.614(24)× 10−3
mBd [GeV] 5279.50(30)× 10−3
mBs [GeV] 5366.3(6)× 10−3
ΔmK [ps
−1] 0.5292(9)× 10−2
ΔmBd [ps
−1] 0.507(5)
ΔmBs [ps
−1] 17.77(12)
|εK | 2.228(11)× 10−3
sinΦd 0.673(23) [21]
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the Z3 mass. In this work we used three different ansatz for the down quark mixing matrix.
These are:
• Fritzch Ansatz [74] .
• CKM Ansatz, It is assumed that V uL = I. Then from Eq. (4-14), the down sector
transforms as V dL = V
†
CKM.
• Matsuda-Nishiura Ansatz [75] .
The corresponding elements V dL 13, V
d
L 23 and V
d
L 33 for each ansatz are given in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2.: Elements V dL 13, V
d
L 23 and V
d
L 33 for different ansatz.
Ansatz V dL 13 V
d
L 23 V
d
L 33
Fritzsch −
√
md
mb
−
√
ms
mb
1
λ = 0.2253
A = 0.808
CKM Aλ3|1− ρ+ iη| −Aλ2 1 ρ = 0.135
η = 0.350
Matsuda-Nishiura
√
md(1−Xd)
ms
−√1−Xd
√
Xd Xd = 0.9477
Using these ansa¨tze we obtain lower bounds for the Z3 mass consigned in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3.: Lower bounds for Z3 mass using different ansa¨tze.
Fritzsch CKM Matsuda-Nishiura
Model F 23.5 TeV 3.8 TeV 33.0 TeV
From Table 6-3 it is clear that the lower bound on the Z3 mass is obtained using the
CKM ansatz, with big differences as compared with the other two ansa¨tze. The result from
the Fritzch structure is consistent with previous studies [69] which conclude that the lower
bounds are typically of the order of tens of TeV if this ansatz is used. Comparing these
results with a similar analysis carried out in 3-3-1 models [76], our results show the same
pattern of lower mass bounds, giving the CKM ansatz the lowest bounds and the Matsuda-
Nishiura the bigger ones. In our analysis we used the constraints coming for the observables
given in Eqs. (4-24 - 4-28). In the Appendix B, a similar analysis for different models is
presented.
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6.1.2. Second Approach: Fixing Z3 mass
In previous studies on flavour physics observables in different models [41–43, 45, 46, 52,
54, 61, 72, 73], the numerical analysis was simplified setting all input parameters to their
central values and allowing instead ΔMK , εK , ΔMd, ΔMs, |εK | and sinΦd to differ from
their experimental values by ±50%, ±40%, ±40%, ±40%, ±20% and ±8%, respectively.
This simplifying assumption was justified in order to determine the size of possible effects
in observables that have not been well measured so far. In recent analysis [47, 77, 78],
however, an improved error analysis has been done in order to be able to draw more accurate
conclusions in view of the recent significant improvements in the experimental constraints
and in the lattice determinations of the non-perturbative parameters BˆK . Therefore, in
what follows, we will take all input parameters to be flatly distributed within their 1σ
ranges indicated in Table 6-1.
At the same time, we require the observables |εK |, ΔMd, ΔMs and sinΦd, resulting from the
SM and the 3-4-1 contributions, to lie within their experimental 1σ ranges. In the case of
ΔMK , where the theoretical uncertainty is large due to unknown long-distance contributions,
we allow the generated value to lie within ±30% of its experimental central value.
We proceed to scan the parameter space setting mZ3 and generating a large number of points
that we call an “effective” parameter space. For each fixed value of the Z3 mass, this space
consists of more than 1×106 points that fulfill the requirements listed above, where all angles
are varied in the interval [0, π/2], all phases between 0 and 2π, and all input parameters are
varied in their 1σ ranges.
With these data we can plot contours setting bounds on some of the parameters. For example,
let us take the mixing angle θd13 = 0. In this case, Eq. (4-38) determines the allowed region
in the sd23 − φ3 plane, which is shown in Fig. 6-1 for mZ3 = 1 TeV and mZ3 = 5 TeV.
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Figure 6-1.: Allowed sd23 − φ3 region for sd13 = 0, and mZ3 = 1 TeV (Left), and mZ3 = 5
TeV (right).
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These plots allows us to set upper bounds for |sd23| that depend on the value of mZ3 . It is
seen that the upper bound for sd23 increase for increasing values of mZ3. Fig. 6-1 shows also
that, at the 1σ confidence level, there is a large and typical region which is excluded and
that prefers values for φ3 around 48
◦ and 130◦.
Now we explore, for several values of mZ3 , the allowed regions in the plane s
d
13 − φ′ using
non-zero values of sd23 and selected values of φ
′′. This is shown in Figs. 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4
for mZ3 = 1 TeV, 3TeV, 6TeV, respectively. For each figure we have selected values for s
d
23
consistent with the ones in the allowed sd23 − φ3 plane and we have fixed φ′′ at the values
0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦. These figures show that for increasing values of sd23 and depending
of the φ′′ value, the allowed region reduces considerably involving both the selection of very
specific values of φ′ and a decrease in the upper bound for sd13. Concerning the dependence
on the Z3 mass, we see that the upper bound on s
d
13 increases for increasing values of mz3
[See Table 6-4 below].
With the data from the effective parameter space we can estimate the order of magnitude
of the upper limits for θd13 and θ
d
23 for several values of mZ3. The results are collected in
Table 6-4. This allow us to elucidate the size of the allowed region in the parameter space
and its variation with increasing values of mZ3 .
Table 6-4.: Upper limit for θ13 and θ23 for different values of mZ3 .
mZ3 1 TeV 3 TeV 5 TeV 7 TeV 9 TeV
θ13,max 8.90× 10−4 2.68× 10−3 4.49× 10−3 6.30× 10−3 1.05× 10−2
θ23,max 3.00× 10−2 9.03× 10−2 1.52× 10−1 2.16× 10−1 9.65× 10−1
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Figure 6-2.: Allowed sd13 − φ′ region for different values of φ′′ and sd23: 0.001 (left), 0.002
(center) and 0.005 (right), for mZ3 = 1 TeV. The horizontal scale goes from 0
to 0.001
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Figure 6-3.: Allowed sd13 − φ′ region for different values of φ′′ and sd23: 0.005 (left), 0.01
(center) and 0.05 (right), for mZ3 = 3 TeV. The horizontal scale goes from 0
to 0.004
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Figure 6-4.: Allowed sd13 − φ′ region for different values of φ′′ and sd23: 0.01 (left), 0.05
(center) and 0.1 (right), for mZ3 = 6 TeV. The horizontal scale goes from 0
to 0.006
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6.2. Implications for Rare Decays
In order to study the implications of the bounds obtained in the previous section for the
modification in the rare decay amplitudes given in Chapter 5, we will move over all the
effective parameter space for each selected value of mZ3 , and we calculate the corresponding
amplitudes for the different decays. The present experimental data for these decays [21] and
the SM predictions [63, 67, 79, 80] are given in Table 6-5. Our goal will be to find upper
and lower bounds for the rare decays as functions of the mass of the Z3 neutral boson and
establish their compatibility with the data in Table 6-5.
Table 6-5.: Present experimental data and SM predictions for the rare decays considered in
this work.
Label Decay Experimental SM
BR(K+) BR(K+ → π+νν¯) (1.7± 1.1) · 10−10 (8.5+1.1−1.2) · 10−11
BR(KLν) BR(KL → π0νν¯) < 6.7 · 10−8 (90%CL) (2.9± 0.4) · 10−11
BR(Bs) BR(Bs → μ+μ−) < 1 · 10−7 (90%CL) (3.35± 0.32) · 10−9
BR(Bd) BR(Bd → μ+μ−) < 3 · 10−8 (90%CL) (1.03± 0.09) · 10−10
BR(KLe) BR(KL → π0e+e−) < 28 · 10−11 (90%CL) (3.54+0.98−0.85) · 10−11
BR(KLμ) BR(KL → π0μ+μ−) < 38 · 10−11 (90%CL) (1.41+0.28−0.26) · 10−11
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Figure 6-5.: Upper and lower bound for the decay K+ → π+ν¯ν (left), and for the decay
KL → π0νν¯ (right).
For the decays K+ → π+ν¯ν and KL → π0νν¯, using Eqs. (5-2), (5-4) and (5-7), and the effec-
tive parameter space, the corresponding bounds are given in Fig. 6-5. For the K+ → π+ν¯ν
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Figure 6-6.: BR(K+ → π+νν¯)/BR(K+ → π+νν¯)SM (left) and
BR(KL → π0νν¯)/BR(KL → π0νν¯)SM (right). Upper and lower bounds
for different values of mZ3 are shown.
decay it is seen from Table 6-5 that the experimental central value is greater than the SM
prediction. Fig. 6-5 shows that for low values of mZ3 the upper limit reach the experimen-
tal central value, but for larger mZ3 both limits go closer to the SM prediction. For the
decay KL → π0νν¯ we can see that big enhancements of the SM predictions are expected
for low mZ3 . The bigger enhancements are expected for mZ3 lower that ∼ 2.5 TeV. For
the K+ → π+ν¯ν decay the bigger contributions comes from the CP-conserving case and for
KL → π0νν¯ comes from the CP-violating case in accordance with the setting done in [52],
but with the difference that we used all the effective parameter space which includes the
CP-conserving, the CP-violating and the mixed cases.
To appreciate more clearly the departures from the SM predictions, Fig. 6-6 shows the ratios
BR(K+ → π+νν¯)/BR(K+ → π+νν¯)SM and BR(KL → π0νν¯)/BR(KL → π0νν¯)SM vs. mZ3 .
For K+ → π+ν¯ν we see enhancements of 2.5 times the SM prediction for low values of mZ3 ,
but small departures from the SM for a bigger mass. For KL → π0νν¯, enhancements of
around 7.5 times the SM value is seen for lower masses.
Comparing the upper and lower bounds for both decays we see that the possibility of en-
hancement is always larger than the possibility of suppression, except for large mZ3 where
both of them are comparable.
The plane BR(KL → π0νν¯−) − BR(K+ → π+ν¯ν) is shown in Fig. 6-7. The upper and
lower branches correspond mainly to the CP-violating case and the horizontal branch to the
CP-conserving case. It is implicit in this figure that the the mixed case is very restricted
making the expressions in Eqs. (5-7), (5-11), (5-16) and (5-17) mainly real or imaginary.
Notice that the pattern seen is similar to the one obtained in the Littlest Higgs model with
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Figure 6-7.: BR(KL → π0νν¯−)− BR(K+ → π+ν¯ν) plane for mZ3 = 1 TeV.
T-parity in Ref. [61] and in the minimal 3-3-1 model in Ref. [52].
For the decays Bs → μ+μ− and Bd → μ+μ−, using Eqs. (5-9) and (5-11), the limits are
shown in Fig. 6-8. From the data in Table 6-4 we see that, for all the selected range of
values of mZ3 , the upper and lower bounds are higher than the SM predictions but smaller
than the experimental upper limit.
BR(Bs → μ+μ−)/BR(Bs → μ+μ−)SM and BR(Bd → μ+μ−)/BR(Bd → μ+μ−)SM are shown
in Fig. 6-9. For Bs → μ+μ− we see that the enhancements have a peak around 2.5 times the
SM value for mZ3 = 2 TeV, while for mZ3 = 5 TeV the enhancements are around 2.4 times
the SM prediction. For Bd → μ+μ− enhancements around 2.25 times the SM value are seen
for mZ3 = 1 TeV, but for higher masses they are around 2.15 times the SM prediction.
From a comparison between Fig. 6-5 and Fig. 6-8 is interesting to note that, due to
the little difference between the upper and lower bounds for the BR(Bs → μ+μ−) and
BR(Bd → μ+μ−) decays, they are suppressed in this model even with the inclusion of new
CP-violating phases, as compared with the decays in Fig. 6-5. A similar behavior is reported
in [52] for the minimal 3-3-1 model. It is important to remark that, as in the 3-3-1 model,
a strong enhancement of this branching ratio would rule out the model we are working.
We conclude analyzing the results for the decays KL → π0e+e− and KL → π0μ+μ−. Using
Eqs. (5-16), (5-17) and (5-18), the limits are shown in Fig. 6-10. At this point it is important
to clarify that the upper limit is built using the + sign of Eqs. (5-18) and the lower limit is
built using the − sign. From the data in Table 6-5 we can see that the corresponding limits
are lower than the SM predictions, but consistent with the upper experimental limits.
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Figure 6-8.: Upper and lower bound for the decay Bs → μ+μ− (left), and for the decay
Bd → μ+μ− (right).
BR(KL → π0e+e−)/BR(KL → π0e+e−)SM and BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)/BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)SM
are shown in Fig. 6-11, where the upper plot corresponds to the + sign and the lower one to
the − sign. Again we see that these decays are suppressed compared to the SM prediction.
Moreover, a comparison with Fig. 6-9 shows that, in the 3-4-1 model, these branching ratios
are more suppressed than the ones for the Bs → μ+μ− and Bd → μ+μ− decays.
In the spirit of [66], we plot the plane BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)-BR(KL → π0e+e−) for mZ3 = 1
TeV in Fig. 6-12. This shows the correlation between the two decays: it can be seen that
they are very restricted. Comparing Fig. 6-12 with the corresponding figures in [66, 67], it
is noted that the data are very close to the plots for the SM in these works.
In Fig. 6-13, the planes BR(KL → π0e+e−)-BR(KL → π0νν¯) and BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)-
BR(KL → π0νν¯) are shown. It can be seen that, contrary to what happens in many other
models, the KL → π0μ+μ− decay suffers weaker modifications than the KL → π0e+e−
one as it was found in [52] for the minimal 3-3-1 model. However, since the size of these
modifications in the 3-4-1 model differs from the ones obtained in the 3-3-1 model, this result
can allow to test the 3-4-1 model if both decays are measured.
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Figure 6-9.: BR(Bs → μ+μ−)/BR(Bs → μ+μ−)SM (left) and
BR(Bd → μ+μ−)/BR(Bd → μ+μ−)SM (right), including upper and lower
bounds for different values of mZ3 .
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Figure 6-10.: Upper and lower bound for the decay KL → π0e+e− (left), and for the decay
KL → π0μ+μ− (right).
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Figure 6-11.: BR(KL → π0e+e−)/BR(KL → π0e+e−)SM (left) and
BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)/BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)SM (right), where upper and
lower bounds for different values of mZ3 are shown.
Figure 6-12.: BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)-BR(KL → π0e+e−) plane for mZ3 = 1 TeV.
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Figure 6-13.: BR(KL → π0e+e−)-BR(KL → π0νν¯−) (left) and BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)-
BR(KL → π0νν¯−) (right) plane for mZ3 = 1 TeV.
7. Conclusions
In this work we have analyzed the flavor structure of a three-family 3-4-1 model charac-
terized by the values b = 1, c = −2 in the most general expression for the electric charge
generator. In the analysis we have included new CP-violating phases and considered the
phenomenological bounds on the model parameters arising from the experimental values of
ΔF = 2 observables. In general, in SM extensions, as the 3-3-1 model and the 3-4-1 one,
exotic fermions and new charged and neutral gauge bosons arise, which could be observed in
facilities such as the LHC. At low energies, one of the most stringent tests of these models is
provided by the effects of FCNC which arise at tree level and are transmitted by the new Z3
gauge boson in the 3-4-1 model studied here. We have concentrated on the study of flavor
mixing in the down-quark sector, where ΔF = 2 observables provide a set of experimental
data that allows one to obtain bounds for the relevant model parameters.
Our parameter space consists of the mass of Z3 and the entries in the V
d
L mixing matrix.
As a first approach, we assumed certain textures of the mixing matrix, namely the Fritzch,
CKM and Matsuda-Nishiura ansa¨tze. We found that the lower bound for the mass of the
new Z3 gauge boson (which transmit FCNC in our model) are given by the CKM ansatz,
which produces a lower bound of 3.8 TeV. The other two ansa¨tze give bounds of the order of
tens of TeV. An alternative approach we have used consists in choosing a parameterization
of the V dL mixing matrix, that lead us to a parameter space which includes five variables,
namely the mass of Z3, the angles θ
d
13, θ
d
23 and the CP-violating phases φ
′, φ′′ (all of them
coming from the V dL mixing matrix). We have used the experimentally measured quantities
ΔMK , ΔMd/s, εK and sinΦd in order to constrain the size of these mixing matrix elements
for selected values of mZ3 . Allowed regions of the parameter space were plotted for some
fixed values of some parameters in Figs. 6-1, 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4, and an estimation of the
upper limits for θ13 and θ23 for different values of mZ3 were presented in Table 6-4. This
allowed us to see more clearly the behavior of the parameter space for different mass of Z3.
We have then taken these results to obtain upper and lower bounds for several very clean rare
decay processes, i.e., the decays K+ → π+ν¯ν, KL → π0νν¯, KL → π0l+l− and Bd/s → μ+μ−.
These bounds depend on the Z3 mass and are presented in Figs. 6-5, 6-8 and 6-10. As can
be seen from Table 6-5, these results present departures from the SM predictions and can
be considered as signals of the 3-4-1 model under consideration when looking at the data.
From the plots it is clear that for low values of mZ3 the bounds on the decays are wider than
for high values.
We plotted the planes BR/BRSM for the different decays in Figs. 6-6, 6-9 and 6-11. They
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help to see more clearly the differences between this model and the SM predictions. It was
found that the decays K+ → π+νν¯ and KL → π0νν¯ show bigger differences with the SM
predictions, but the other decays showed to be very restricted in this model. It is important
to note that as in the 3-3-1 model a strong enhancement of this branching ratios would rule
out the model we are working.
The plane BR(KL → π0νν¯−) − BR(K+ → π+ν¯ν) in Figs. 6-7, enabled us to compare our
results with the ones in the Littlest Higgs model with T-parity [61] and in the minimal
3-3-1 model [52], and also allows to better understand the structure of the expressions in
Eqs. (5-7), (5-11), (5-16) and (5-17). It is important to note that the results we obtained
are in accordance with the assumption for the real and imaginary parts in the corresponding
expressions as given in [52].
We also plotted the planes BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)-BR(KL → π0e+e−), BR(KL → π0e+e−)-
BR(KL → π0νν¯) and BR(KL → π0μ+μ−)-BR(KL → π0νν¯) in Figs. 6-12 and 6-13. It
can be seen that the decay KL → π0μ+μ− is subject to weaker modifications than the
KL → π0e+e− decay. When compared with similar planes given by other models, we find
clear differences that can allow to test the 3-4-1 we have studied if the decays are measured.
A. General formalism for the neutral
current Lagrangian
Here we show how the formalism introduced in Refs. [48, 49] can be extended to the case of
an arbitrary number n of extra neutral gauge bosons.
As stated in Chapter 4, in the basis in which all the fields are gauge eigenstates the neutral
current Lagrangian is given by
LNC = −eJμemAμ − g1J (1)μZ01,μ −
n∑
α=2
gαJ
(α)μZ0α,μ, (A-1)
where Z01 is the SM SU(2)⊗U(1) neutral gauge boson, and Z0α are the new heavy Z bosons
(which in general mix with Z01).
The currents can be written as
J (m)μ =
∑
ψ
∑
i,j
ψiγμ
[

ψ(m)
Lij
PL + 
ψ(m)
Rij
PR
]
ψj , (A-2)
where the sum extends over all quarks and leptons ψi,j and PR,L = (1 ± γ5)/2. ψ(1)R,Lij =
R,L(i)δij denotes the SM chiral couplings and 
ψ(m)
R,Lij
denotes the chiral couplings of the new
gauge bosons.
After spontaneous symmetry breaking the n physical massive bosons are
Zα =
n∑
β=1
UαβZ
0
β, (A-3)
where U is an orthogonal n × n matrix that expresses the mass eigenstates in terms of the
weak bases sates
U =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
U11 U12 · · · U1n
U21 U22 · · · U2n
...
...
. . .
...
Un1 Un2 · · · Unn
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (A-4)
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The chiral Z0α couplings in the fermion mass eigenstate are:
E
ψ(α)
L,R ≡ V ψL,Rψ(α),RL V ψL,R
†
, (A-5)
The general four-fermion effective interaction lagrangian is [48]:
−Leff = 4GF√
2
n∑
α=1
ρα
(
n∑
β=1
Uαβ
gβ
g1
Jμβ
)2
, (A-6)
where ρα ≡ m2W/ (m2αcos2θW ) and mα being the mass of Zα.
Doing the summations in Eq. (A-6) and reorganizing terms one can write
−Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
ij
AijJ
(i)
μ J
μ(j), (A-7)
where i, j goes from 1 to n and
Aij =
gigj
g21
n∑
l=1
ρlUliUlj, (A-8)
where the summation takes elements of the mixing matrix U.
Using Eq. (A-2) and Eq. (A-5) into (A-6), a general expression for the four-fermion effective
interaction Lagrangian, written in a way useful for further calculations, is obtained
−Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
ψ,χ
∑
k,l
∑
i,j,m,n
∑
P,Q
W klPQ
(
ψiγμPPψj
)
(χmγ
μPQχn) , (A-9)
where k, l = 1, ..., n; P and Q run over the chiralities L,R; ψ and χ represent classes of
fermions with the same SM quantum numbers, i.e., u, d, e−, ν; while i, j,m, n are family
indexes.
W ij is given by
W ijPQ = AijE
(ψ(k))
Pij
E
(ψ(l))
Qmn
=
gigj
g21
(
n∑
l=1
ρlUliUlj
)
E
(ψ(k))
Pij
E
(ψ(l))
Qmn
. (A-10)
Other way of writing Eq. (A-9) using the notation of Ref. [49] is
−Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
ψ,χ
∑
i,j,m,n
[
C ijmnQ
ij
mn + C˜
ij
mnQ˜
ij
mn +D
ij
mnO
ij
mn + D˜
ij
mnO˜
ij
mn
]
, (A-11)
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with the local operators given by
Qijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPLψj
)
(χ¯mγμPLχn) ,
Q˜ijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPRψj
)
(χ¯mγμPRχn) ,
Oijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPLψj
)
(χ¯mγμPRχn) ,
O˜ijmn =
(
ψ¯iγ
μPRψj
)
(χ¯mγμPLχn) , (A-12)
The coefficients in Eq. (A-11) are
C ijmn =
∑
kl
W klLL,
C˜ ijmn =
∑
kl
W klRR,
Dijmn =
∑
kl
W klLR,
D˜ijmn =
∑
kl
W klRL, (A-13)
Writing Leff in this way allows us to easily write expressions for any number of new heavy
Z bosons.
As particular cases, let us study the case of 1 and two extra neutral Z bosons.
A.1. Case: n=2
From Eq. (A-7) and (A-8) follows
−Leff = 4GF√
2
(
A11J
2
1 + A12J1J2 + A21J2J1 + A22J
2
2
)
, (A-14)
where
A11 = ρ1U
2
11 + ρ2U
2
21,
A12 =
g2
g1
(ρ1U11U12 + ρ2U21U22) ,
A21 = A12,
A22 =
(
g2
g1
)2 (
ρ1U
2
12 + ρ2U
2
22
)
. (A-15)
If U is chosen as
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U =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
, (A-16)
The coefficients Aij are
A11 = ρ1 cos θ
2 + ρ2 sin θ
2,
A12 =
g2
g1
cos θ sin θ (ρ1 − ρ2) ,
A22 =
(
g2
g1
)2 (
ρ1 sin
2 θ + ρ2 cos
2 θ
)
. (A-17)
Then
−Leff = 4GF√
2
(
A11J
2
1 + A12J1J2 + A21J2J1 + A22J
2
2
)
, (A-18)
and calling ρeff ≡ A11, w ≡ A12 and y ≡ A22
−Leff = 4GF√
2
(
ρeffJ
2
1 + 2wJ1J2 + yJ
2
2
)
, (A-19)
which is Eq. (7) of Ref. [48] and Eq. (9) of Ref. [49].
In the same way the coefficients (A-13) are
C ijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ yE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
,
C˜ ijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ yE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
,
Dijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ yE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
,
D˜ijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ yE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
. (A-20)
Making the identifications
δijP (ψi) ≡ E(ψ(1))Pij ,
BψPij ≡ E(ψ(2))Pij , (A-21)
it is easy to identify the coefficients of Ref. [49].
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A.2. Case: n=3
From Eq. (A-7) and (A-8) follows
−Leff = 4GF√
2
(
A11J
2
1 + A12J1J2 + A13J1J3 + A21J2J1 + A22J
2
2+
+A23J2J3 + A31J3J1 + A32J3J2 + A33J
2
3
)
, (A-22)
where
A11 = ρ1U
2
11 + ρ2U
2
21 + ρ3U
2
31,
A12 =
g2
g1
(ρ1U11U12 + ρ2U21U22 + ρ3U31U32) ,
A13 =
g3
g1
(ρ1U11U13 + ρ2U21U23 + ρ3U31U33) ,
A21 = A12,
A22 =
(
g2
g1
)2 (
ρ1U
2
12 + ρ2U
2
22 + ρ3U
2
32
)
,
A23 =
(
g2g3
g21
)
(ρ1U12U13 + ρ2U22U23 + ρ3U32U33) ,
A31 = A13,
A32 = A23,
A33 =
(
g2
g1
)2 (
ρ1U
2
13 + ρ2U
2
23 + ρ3U
2
33
)
. (A-23)
Calling ρeff ≡ A11, w ≡ A12, v ≡ A13, y ≡ A22, u ≡ A23 and x ≡ A33 the Lagrangian can
be written as:
−Leff = 4GF√
2
(
ρeffJ
2
1 + 2wJ1J2 + 2vJ1J23 + yJ
2
2 + 2uJ2J3 + xJ
2
3
)
, (A-24)
where ρeff , w and y in this case can be identified as a generalization of the case n = 2.
The coefficients (A-13) are
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C ijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+ vE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(3))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+yE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+ uE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(3))
Lmn
+ vE
(ψ(3))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ uE
(ψ(3))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+xE
(ψ(3))
Lij
E
(χ(3))
Lmn
,
C˜ ijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+ vE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(3))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+yE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+ uE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(3))
Rmn
+ vE
(ψ(3))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ uE
(ψ(3))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+xE
(ψ(3))
Rij
E
(χ(3))
Rmn
,
Dijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+ vE
(ψ(1))
Lij
E
(χ(3))
Rmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+yE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+ uE
(ψ(2))
Lij
E
(χ(3))
Rmn
+ vE
(ψ(3))
Lij
E
(χ(1))
Rmn
+ uE
(ψ(3))
Lij
E
(χ(2))
Rmn
+xE
(ψ(3))
Lij
E
(χ(3))
Rmn
,
D˜ijmn = ρeffE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+ vE
(ψ(1))
Rij
E
(χ(3))
Lmn
+ wE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+yE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+ uE
(ψ(2))
Rij
E
(χ(3))
Lmn
+ vE
(ψ(3))
Rij
E
(χ(1))
Lmn
+ uE
(ψ(3))
Rij
E
(χ(2))
Lmn
+xE
(ψ(3))
Rij
E
(χ(3))
Lmn
. (A-25)
B. Bounds assuming a texture for the
mixing matrix
Let us now use the formalism developed in Appendix A to derive the contributions of some
models, that represents both cases studied in the previous Appendix, to the theoretical
expression for the observables ΔMK , ΔMd/s, εK and sinΦd. We will consider here four
different models, two 3-3-1 models and two 3-4-1 models. For the 3-3-1 case we consider the
so-called “economical model” [47, 81], and the “minimal model” [52, 82–84]. For the 3-4-1
case we considered the models called Model A and Model B in Ref. [41, 44–46].
As stated, these models share the important feature of addressing the problem of the number
of fermion families in nature and predict the existence of one and two (Z ′, Z ′′) heavy neutral
gauge bosons, respectively, which mix up with the ordinary Z boson of the SM. In contrast
with the SM where FCNC processes occur only at the loop level, in 3-3-1 and 3-4-1 models
these new gauge bosons can transmit FCNC at tree level. For simplicity, we will show only
the necessary information concerning the neutral Z boson that transmit FCNCs at tree level
in each model.
In order to obtain the formulae for the neutral meson mixing observables, we take into
account the general analysis presented in Appendix A.
From Eq. (A-11), the effective four-fermion interaction Lagrangian for the down-quark sector,
in the mass eigenstate basis Di, with D = (dsb)
T , can be written as
−Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
ψ,χ
∑
i,j,m,n
[
C ijmnQ
ij
mn + C˜
ij
mnQ˜
ij
mn +D
ij
mnO
ij
mn + D˜
ij
mnO˜
ij
mn
]
, (B-1)
with the local operators
Qijmn =
(
D¯iγ
μPLDj
) (
D¯mγμPLDn
)
,
Q˜ijmn =
(
D¯iγ
μPRDj
) (
D¯mγμPRDn
)
,
Oijmn =
(
D¯iγ
μPLDj
) (
D¯mγμPRDn
)
,
O˜ijmn =
(
D¯iγ
μPR Dj
) (
D¯mγμPLDn
)
, (B-2)
and the coefficients given by Eq. (A-13).
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The contribution of Leff to ΔS = 2 and ΔB = 2 processes is driven by the coefficients,
which are proportional to the nondiagonal elements of the E
d(α)
L,R matrices, which are model
dependent.
We make the redefinitions E
ψ(2)
L,R ≡ BψL,R and Eψ(3)L,R ≡ KψL,R.
Because of the enlarged group structure, one can find three (3-3-1 Models) or four (3-4-
1 Models) neutral Z gauge bosons, rotated into the mass eigenstate basis where one can
identify the usual SM A and Z gauge bosons, together with a new Z ′ field for the case of
the 3-3-1 model, and new Z ′ and Z ′′ fields for the 3-4-1 model.
In the 3-4-1 models under study, the Z−Z ′−Z ′′ mixing can be constrained to occur between
Z and Z ′ only, which leaves Z ′′ ≡ Z3 as a heavy mass eigenstate [41, 44–46] and a mixing
matrix U of the form
U =
⎛⎝ cos θ sin θ 0− sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
⎞⎠ . (B-3)
B.1. Models
B.1.1. Economical 3-3-1 Model
We are interested in the couplings of the new Z ′ state to ordinary quarks. In the particular
case of the economical 3-3-1 model, the corresponding interaction Lagrangian is given by
[47]
LZ′(d)NC = −
g′√
3SW CW
[ 3∑
i=1
d¯i γμ
((
−1
2
+
1
3
S2W
)
PL +
(
1
3
S2W
)
PR
)
di
+ d¯3 γμC
2
W PL d3
]
Z ′μ , (B-4)
From Eq. (B-4), the nondiagonal elements of BdL read
BdL ij = C
2
W V
d
L i3V
d∗
Lj3 , (B-5)
whereas the coupling constant ratio can be written in terms of the Weinberg angle as(
g2
g1
)2
=
1
3− 4 sin2 θW
. (B-6)
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B.1.2. Minimal 3-3-1 Model
The corresponding interaction Lagrangian is given by [52]
LZ′(d)NC = −
g
CW
[
3∑
i=1
(d¯iγμ
((
(1− 2S2W )
2
√
(3)
√
(1− 4S2W )
)
PL +
(
2S2W√
(3)
√
(1− 4S2W )
)
PR
)
di)
+ (d¯3γμ
(
C2W√
(3)
√
(1− 4S2W )
)
PLd3)
]
Z ′μ (B-7)
From Eq. (B-7) the nondiagonal elements of BdL read
BdL ij = −
C2W√
(3)
√
(1− 4S2W )
V dL i3V
d∗
L j3 , (B-8)
and the coupling constant ratio is(
g2
g1
)2
= 1. (B-9)
B.1.3. 3-4-1 Model A
In Model A, Z ′′ does not mix with the ordinary quarks, which makes zero the nondiagonal
elements of KψL,R. Then, we are interested in the couplings of the new Z
′ field to ordinary
quarks. The corresponding interaction Lagrangian is given by [45]
LZ′(d)NC = (gX/
√
2)Z ′μJdμ(Z
′) (B-10)
where
Jdμ(Z
′) = Jdμ,L(Z
′)− TWJdμ(EM), (B-11)
with
Jdμ(EM) = −
1
3
3∑
i=1
(d¯iγμdi)
Jdμ,L(Z
′) =
1
TW
(d¯3Lγμd3L)−
3∑
i=1
(
1 + T 2W
2TW
)
(d¯iLγμdiL), (B-12)
where e = gSW = g4SW = gXCW
√
1− T 2W/2 > 0 is the electric charge and Jdμ(EM) is the
electromagnetic current for the down-quark sector.
From Eq. (B-10) the nondiagonal elements of BdL read
BdL ij =
1
tan θW
V dL i3V
d∗
L j3 , (B-13)
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whereas the coupling constant ratio can be written in terms of the Weinberg angle as(
g2
g1
)2
=
sin2 θW
2− tan2 θW . (B-14)
B.1.4. 3-4-1 Model F
In Model F, Z ′ does not have nondiagonal couplings, which makes zero the nondiagonal
elements of BψL,R. In this model Z
′′ transmits FCNCs at tree level, then we are interested in
the couplings of the new Z ′′ gauge boson to ordinary quarks. The corresponding interaction
Lagrangian is given by [46]
LZ′′(d)NC = g4/(2
√
2)Z ′′J (d)μ (Z
′′), (B-15)
where
J (d)μ (Z
′′) = −
3∑
i=1
d¯iLγμdiL + 2d¯3Lγμd3L, (B-16)
From Eq. (B-15) the nondiagonal elements of KdL read
KdL ij = 2 V
d
L i3V
d∗
L j3 , (B-17)
whereas the coupling constant ratio can be written in terms of the Weinberg angle as(
g2
g1
)2
=
C2W
8
. (B-18)
B.2. FCNC Lagrangian
The corresponding FCNC effective interaction is given by
Leff = − 4GF√
2
[((
g2
g1
)2 (
ρ1 sin
2 θ + ρ2 cos
2 θ
)
(Di γ
μ PLB
d
L ij Dj) (Dm γμ PLB
d
LmnDn)
)
+
((
g3
g1
)2
ρ3 (Di γ
μ PLK
d
L ij Dj) (Dm γμ PLK
d
LmnDn)
)]
, (B-19)
where (g2/g1)
2, (g3/g1)
2, BL ij and KL ij with i = j and m = n, are given in Section B.1 for
each model.
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B.3. Formulae for ΔF = 2 observables
From the effective interaction Lagrangian in Eq. (B-19) it is easy to obtain the relevant
expressions for the (MP12)NP contributions, which read
(MP12)NP = C1C2C3mPf
2
P BˆPλ
2
P , (B-20)
where the coeficients C1, C2 and C3 are given in Table B-1 and
λK = V
d∗
L 23V
d
L 13,
λBd = V
d∗
L 33V
d
L 13,
λBs = V
d∗
L 33V
d
L 23. (B-21)
Table B-1.: Coeficients C1, C2 and C3 of Eq. (B-20) for each model.
Model C1 C2 C3
Economical 331 2
√
2GF
3
1
3−4 sin2 θW
(
ρ1 sin
2 θ + ρ2 cos
2 θ
)
C4W
Minimal 331 4
√
2GF
3
(
ρ1 sin
2 θ + ρ2 cos
2 θ
) C4W
3(1−4S2W )
341 Model A 2
√
2GF
3
sin2 θW
2−tan2 θW
(
ρ1 sin
2 θ + ρ2 cos
2 θ
)
1
tan2 θW
341 Model F 4
√
2GF
3
C2W
8
ρ3 2
B.4. Numerical Analysis
As can be seen from Eq. (B-20), the contributions (MP12)NP are given in terms of the mass
of Z2, the angle θ and the elements V
d
L 13, V
d
L 23 and V
d
L 33 of the down-quark mixing matrix
for the models: economical 3-3-1, minimal 3-3-1 and the 3-4-1 Model A. In the 3-4-1 Model
F, (MP12)NP is function of the mass of Z3 only. Since the complex numbers VLij cannot be
estimated from the present experimental data, we can assume a certain texture of the mixing
matrix, which then allows to obtain bounds on the masses of the new Z2 or Z3 bosons and
on the mixing angle θ. This is the approach that has been followed usually in the literature,
both in 3-3-1 models [68–70] and in 3-4-1 models [41, 45, 46].
In this work we used three different ansatz for the down quark mixing matrix. They are:
• Fritzch Ansatz [74] .
• CKM Ansatz, It is assumed that V uL = I. Then, from Eq. (4-14), the down-quark
sector transforms as V dL = V
†
CKM.
• Matsuda-Nishiura (M-N) Ansatz [75] .
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The corresponding elements V dL 13, V
d
L 23 and V
d
L 33 for each ansatz are given in Table 6-2.
The allowed region in the θ −mZ2 plane, using the ansa¨tze listed above for the economical
3-3-1, the minimal 3-3-1 model and for the 3-4-1 Model A are presented in Figs. B-1, B-2
and B-3.
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Figure B-1.: Plane θ − mZ2 for the economical 3-3-1 model. Fritzch Ansatz (Left), CKM
(Center) and Matsuda-Nishiura (Right)
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Figure B-2.: Plane θ − mZ2 for the minimal 3-3-1 model. Fritzch Ansatz (Left), CKM
(Center) and Matsuda-Nishiura (Right)
The lower bounds on the mass of the new Z boson and the corresponding mixing angle θ
are summarized in Table B-2 for the different models.
From this Table we can see that the lower bounds are obtained using the CKM ansatz. The
other two ansa¨tze give bounds of the order of tens of TeV. Is important to note that, using
the CKM ansatz, the lower mass is obtained for the 3-4-1 Model A. The bounds for the
minimal 3-3-1 model are bigger than for all the other models, being its lower bound 14.0
TeV for the CKM ansatz. The Fritzsch and M-N ansa¨tze give stronger bounds for the mixing
angle θ, but produces bigger masses for the new Z bosons. Instead, the CKM ansatz allows
more freedom for the mixing angle θ, allowing lower masses for the new Z boson which are
of the order of a few TeV.
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Figure B-3.: Plane θ − mZ2 for the 3-4-1 Model A. Fritzch Ansatz (Left), CKM (Center)
and Matsuda-Nishiura (Right)
Table B-2.: Lower bounds for Z3 mass using different ansa¨tze.
Model Fritzsch CKM MN
Economical mZ2 > 20.5 TeV mZ2 > 3.5 TeV mZ2 > 28.5 TeV
3-3-1 −4.25× 10−3 < θ < 4.25× 10−3 −2.79× 10−2 < θ < 2.79× 10−2 −2.82× 10−3 < θ < 2.82× 10−3
Minimal mZ2 > 86.5 TeV mZ2 > 14.0 TeV mZ2 > 122.0 TeV
3-3-1 −8.25× 10−4 < θ < 8.25× 10−4 −6.48× 10−3 < θ < 6.48× 10−3 −3.64× 10−4 < θ < 3.64× 10−4
For mZ2 < 140 TeV
Model A mZ2 > 14.0 TeV mZ2 > 2.5 TeV mZ2 > 20.0 TeV
−6.34× 10−3 < θ < 6.34× 10−3 −4.04× 10−2 < θ < 4.04× 10−2 −4.39× 10−3 < θ < 4.39× 10−3
Model F mZ3 > 23.5 TeV mZ3 > 3.8 TeV mZ3 > 33.0 TeV
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